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The strategic management of enterprise has come into being a comparably 
complete system, which was originated since 1960's.The financial management, 
as one important part of enterprise's operational management， forms the 
financial strategy by using and absorbing the thought of strategic management. 
The purpose of making financial strategy is to ensure the balance and 
effective fluent of capital，then to achieve the maximum of enterprise's value and 
the continual development.Therefore，we should not only emphasize the analysis 
of strategic environment，but also rationally determine the investment evaluation 
ability，raising-money ability and dividend policing by using the quantitative 
analysis in making financial strategy.The analysis of financial ratios can be used 
to reveal the relation between financial makers and latent operational factors，so 
it can  be used to evaluate the effectiveness of financial strategy.The purpose of 
the paper is to study on how to make financial strategic decision by using 
financial ratios.The main contents are as follows: 
The chapter one summarizes the basic theories of financial 
strategy.Financial strategy and financial management are related on extension，
but are essentially different on intension.The correct understanding of the two 
group concept is the key to define the financial strategy.In the bearing method of 
financial strategy，we advance the main thought of the paper：the ratio bearing 
method of financial strategy. 
In the chapter two，we simply introduce the development and creation of 
financial ratios.The Creation of financial ratios continuously，gives itself more 
be-used chance. 
In the chapter three，we discuss deeply on how to make financial strategic 
analysis by using financial ratios.For the analysis of the investment strategy，













determine their objectives.Secondly examine their special environment and 
make analysis on them.Last and also the most importantly analyze investment 
evaluation ability，raising-money ability and dividend  policy of enterprise by 
using financial ratios. 
In the chapter four，we probe into deeply how to make financial strategic 
decision by using financial ratio，s together with the cases.The key to dividend 
allocation policy is to decide the dividend payment rate by using the financial 
ratios.The key to raising-money strategic decision is to decide the best capital 
structure by using the financial ratios.And the key to investment strategic 
decision is to decide the reward of investment by using the financial ratios. 
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图 1   财务职能的重心调整 
 
表 1  财务职能的各个流程花费时间、人力资源的比例 
（数据来源：杨雄胜主编《高级财务管理》，有改动） 
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